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Abstract 
In Chapter I we review sOll\e known results about the Ramaey 
theory for partitions of reals, and we present a certain two-person 
game such that i:t' either player ha.a a winning strategy then a homo-
geneous set tor the partition can be constructed, and conversely. 
This gives alternative proofs o:t' some of the known results. We 
then d.iscuas possible uses of the g&m.e in obtaining effective 
versions and prove a theorem along these lines. 
In Chapter II ve study the structure of initial segments ot the 
~n+1 -degrees, assuming Projective Detel'Jldnacy. We show that every 
finite distributive lattice is isomorphic to such an initial segment, , 
and hence that the first-order theory of the ordering of 4"2n+l-
degrees is undecidable. 
In Chapter III ve extend Friedberg'• Jump Inversion tbeorm to 
1 
~n+l -degrees, atter noticing that it tail.a tor 4'2n+1-degreea. We 
assume again Projective Determinacy. 
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Chapter 0 
BACKGROUND AND DEFIBIT!OHS 
Our basic theory is ZF + DC; other hypotheses a.re explicitly 
stated. We denote Projective Determinacy by PD. 
For definitions of the recursive, arithlnetica.l, analytical and 
projective sets in product 1pe.ces of w, 2w and wm and for their 
basic propertiee we refer to (15] and [17]. For set-theoretic back-
ground see [ 5]. Our terminology and notation is in general that of 
[ 15]. 
Definition 0.1 A pointcl&IS f ii refiecting if for any 
A E f , A c w and any P € f , P c wf!J we have 
P(A) ~ !iX ( x c A and x c 6. and P(X) ) 
where 6. • r n t . 
The pointclaaa ~ 
1 
pointcla.ases Il2n+i , 
1ee (9]. 
is not refiecting; t~ ii. Under PD a.11 
1 t 2n+2 (n > 0) a.re reflecting. 1'0r an account 
Definition 0.2 1 (PD) c2n+1 is the largest countable Il2n+l eet 
of reals, and c2n+2 
, 
is the largest countable E2n+2 eet o:f re&ls. 
We mention some of their properties: c2n+2 is the set ot rea.ls 
that are recursive in acme elelllent of c2n+1 • The set Cm is made 
2 
up of ~ - degrees ( a ~ - degree is a set of re&ls that is an 
equivalence class for the equivalence relation a a
6 
8 • a E 
1 1 1 Jn 
E L\i(8) and ~ e 6m(a) ). The ~ - degrees in the set cm are 
well-ordered by a~ ~ • a E ~(9) • For these and other 
results see [ 7]. 
De:tiriitiori 0.~ Given $ C WW let ~n+l (S) = ( a : Y~ E $ 
(a e ~n+1 (•) ) ) ; we call it the hull o:t S. If Sis a nonempty 
, 1 
I:2n+l set then ~n+l (s) is called a t 2n+1 - hull. We let now 
1 
~n+l = the union of all t 2n+l - hulls • 
For an account of Q-theory, due to Kecbris and Martin-Solovay, 
see [7] and [10]. We mention som.e results, assuming PD : The set 
1 1 1 
~n+l is ~n+l • Every I:2n+1 - hull is Il2n+l - bounded (this 
1 
means that if R(a, x) is ~n+l then so is ~a E ~n+l (s) R(a, x)). 
1 1 
The set ~n+l is the largest E2n+1 - bull, and the largest ~n+l -
bounded set. Relativizing to an arbitrary real 9 we may define the 
aet ~n+l(9). We define also a<~n+l ~ • a e ~n+l(~), and 
a =o_ e eo a e ~n+l (9) and e e ~n+l (a) • Thia is an 
~n+1 
equivalence relation, and the equivalence classes are called ~n+l -
degrees. The set c2n+1 consists of such degrees. The set ~n+l 
ia the largest initial segment of c2n+l closed under ~ ; it 12n+1 
1 
consists of the A2n+l - degrees in c2n+1 up to a.nd not including 
, 1 
the degree of the first nontrivial (Le. non - '°2n+l ) ~n+l singleton 
-y,
0
2n+1 • Relati vi zing to a we ha.ve ya2n+1 • If a < ~ then y2n+l 
~n+l a 
2n+1 2n+1 
< . Y. ' and Ya 
~n+1 p 
plays the role ot the ~ tor ~n+i -
degrees. Tbe set ~n+i ia closed under the ~n+l - jump. 
To obta.1.n an ordirial assignment for the ~n+l - degrees ve 
proceed u follow•. 
Detiriitiori o.4 ).2n+1 .. sup ( ~ : ~ is the 
length of a. t~n+i well:founded relation on w°' } • sup ( ~ : ~ is 
the length of a ~n+l prewellordering of ww }. Relativizing to a 
we obtain ~n+l (a). Finally ~n+l (a) ~ sup ( ~n+l ((a,•>) 
~n+1 ((ex, a)) < l2n+1 (y~n+l) } • 
Of course ~n+l 
1 
is the ordinal assignment for the ~n+l -
degrees, e.g. the Spector Criterion bolds: d ~ e => [ d' 
- --cn+1- ,.., 
< e 
~n+1 -
e. x2n+1 (d) < "2n+l (e) J. Bow we have ~n+l (a) < 
2n+1) ) ~n+1 (a) < "2n+1 (ya ' ~n+l (a is invariant under !!CL , 
~n+1 
a~- • =t ~n+l (a) ~ ~n+l (~) , and the Spector Criterion i• 
cn+1 
true for Q_ +l - degrees : d ~- e 
en ,..., ~n+l -
[ d' ~- e 
- ~n+l ,.,, 
~n+l (d) < ~n+l (e) ]. Baturally ~' 
2n+1 is the degree of yd • 
1 
The relation ~n+1 (a) < ~n+1 ($) 1a t2n+l • 
1 
We also give a generalization of Reflection: If P is ~n+l 
1 
then ~a c ~n+l P(a) .,. :[a E A2n+l P(a) • 
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Chapter I 
011 THE RAMSEY PROPERTY 
1 • Background 
The first two levels of the analytical hierarchy admit an 
extensive theory, which can be developed within the framework of 
classical Ile.thematics. Thia ii no longer true for higher levels; 
there exist models of ZFC where basic theorell\8 of the above-mentioned 
theory, appropriately generalized, hold true and other models of Z1C 
where the sazne theorems fail {assuming models of ZFC erl1t at all -
but that is an article of fa.1th). For an account of these matters 
see [ 15]. 
Various new a.xiana have been employed to remedy this. The Axiom 
of Constructibility givea a complete but rather pathological picture, 
while the Axiom of Measurable Cardinal.a can only prove results one 
1tep up the hierarchy 1 and then the independence phenomena reaume. By 
tar the most lively and truit:tul new axiom bas been the Axiom of De-
terminacy, in its varioua forms, e.g. Projective Determinacy or even 
tull AD (This needa a word of explanation: AD contradicts the Axiom 
of Choice. However it ia quite likely that AD holds in the model 
to L[w ], and most questions of descriptive set theory relativize to 
5 
that model. Consu1t [ 15]. ) • Under Determinacy the basic theory of 
the tirst two levels generalizes to &11 levels. 
Some ot the be.sic theorems have been called Regularity Theorems 
( [12] ) ; they ascribe nice properties to sets. Typical nice pro-
perties are Lebesgue m.easurability, the property ot Be.ire and the 
Perfect Set property. 
Bow there ia a certain pattern in the proofs ot these theorems. 
We discuss tirst the property of Be.ire ( [6] or [15] ). Define the 
folloving game (B&n&ch-Mazur game on the integers) : Given any set 
w ~ A c: w player I plays a f'ini te sequence of integers s0 E w , then 
<w <w player II plays 1 1 c w , then player I plays s2 E a> , and 10 on. 
A run of the g8llle produces a real, s0Aa1 As2A •••• It this real be-
longs to A, I wins. If it belongs to t.be complement ot A, II wins. 
It is not bard to establish the Banach-Mazur Theorem: Player I has 
a. winning strategy in the above game itf A is ca:neager in some non-
empty open set, and player II bas a winning strategy if':t' A is meager. 
It tollovs that if tor every closed set C this gmne on A n C is de-
termined (i.e. if either player bas a winning strategy) then A bas 
the property of' Ba.ire. Hence for every interesting pointclass the 
Determinacy of all g&Jnes in it implies that every set in the point-
class has the property ot Baire. 
w 
As another illustration, we define & game on a set A c: 2 . 
Pl.ayer I plays s0 E 2<w , then II plays °o E 2 = f 0 / 1 }, then 
<w I plays s1 E 2 , then II plays U, E 2 , etc. Player I Yins 
if'f A A A A 10 °o a1 n1 ••• r A. It is easy to show that I has a winning 
6 
strategy iff A bas a nonempty perfect subset, and II baa a winning 
strategy itt A is countable. Again we have that if this game is 
determined for sets in a certain pointcl&ss then the Perfect Set 
property hold.a, i.e. eTery set in the pointclass either 18 countable 
or it contains a nonempty pertect subset. 
The pattern is obvious: devise a game on A such that I bas a 
winning strategy it:f property x(A) holds, and II has a winning stra-
tegy ift t(A) bolds. Then Determina.cy ensures that x(A) or t(A) holds. 
We pose now the question: does the Ramsey property fit the above 
pattern? 
First some pertinent definitions. 
(I) 
Let A c:: [m] • the aet of 
infinite 1ets ot integers. Then A bas a hcimogeneoua set H if, by 
definition, H E [w]w and either every infinite subset of H belongs 
to A or every infinite subset of H belongs to the complement of A. 
A baa the Ramsey p:r<?Perty itf it bas a homogeneous set. 
Not every set bas the Ramsey property, but it takes a blunt use 
of the Axiom ot Choice to furnish a. counterexample: Well-order [w]00 
by < and define :r c:: [w]w by S E :r e$ ~ ( T c:: S a.nd T < S ). 
Then :r has no homogeneous set. 
On the other band, there a.re many positive results about the 
Ramsey property. We list some of theJn: 
Theorem 1.1 (Galvin-Prikry, [3]) Borel aets have the Ramsey 
property. 
Theorem 1.2 (Silver, [19]) Analytic sets have the Ramsey pro-
perty. 
7 
Theorem 1.3 (Silver, [19]) Assuming Dleasurable cardinals exist, 
t 1 set1 have the Ramaey property. ,.,2 
TbeoreDl 1.4 (Solovay, Harrington-Kechris, [li.]) Assuming Pro-
jective Detel'llinacy, projective sets have the Ramsey property. 
Theorem. 1.5 (Prikry, [16]) AHuming ADR, all sets have the 
Ramsey property. 
An euy consequence ot unpublished results of Martin, Moschovakis, 
Solovay and Steel is 
Tbe0rem 1.6 AssUlfting AD + V-=L[ww], all sets have the Ramsey 
property. 
Also, Solovay has proved some result1 about the complexity of 
homogeneous sets: 
Theorem 1 .7 (Solovay, (20]) A t~ set either bas a hyper-
aritl:nnetica.l homogeneous set in the t~ side or else a.n arbitrary 
0 homogeneous set in the n1 side (the arbitrary aet is actually 
recursive in Kleene 'a () , by the Kleene Basia Theorem). A ~ set 
baa a byperaritbmetical homogeneous aet. 
TbeoreJn 1;8 (Solovay, [20]) A hyperarithnetical set bas a 
homogeneous set in La , where ex is the tirst recursively inaccessible 
ordinal. 
Optimal bases tor ~ lidea ot partitions are not known. 
1 81.ailar'.cy' tor t 2 • 
We return now to our question: can ve obtain the Ramsey property 
by an appropriate game, like tbe other Regularity properties? 
A clue comes from Ellentuck' s proof of Theore 1 • 2 ( [ 1 ] ) • He 
8 
identifies sets having the "completely Ramsey" property with sets 
having the property o! Ba.ire in the Mathias topology. The definitions 
are as follows: If a is a finite set ot integer• and A an infinite 
one, with every member ot s less than any member of A (denoted s < A), 
( > [w]
w 
we call s,A a M&thiu condition. A set X E belongs to the 
Mathias neighborhood (s,A) if'f s c x c a u A. Condition (s,A) 
extends (t,B) iff' t ca and s-t c B and A c B; this is a partial 
ordering. The Mathias topology is strictly finer than the classical 
one on [wt" . Finally , P c [ w ]w is canplete1y Ramsey itf' tor 
every Mathias condition (s,A) there is an extension (s,A') (i.e. 
A' c A ) with (s,A ') c P or (a,A ') c [w ]m-P • This 11 1tronger 
than the Ramsey property, which says only that there exists an A 
with (s',A) c P or (¢,A) c [w]w-P. 
One may define a Banach-Mazur game on any p. o. set (the one we 
<w 
de fined in page 5 was on w ) • Player I plays sane condition p0 , 
then II plays p1 extending Po , then I plays p2 extending p1 , etc. 
If' the sequence p0 ,p1 , ••• determines a real in sane pre-specified 
way (e.g. for Mathias conditions s0 U 1 1 U s2 u ... ) then we have a 
game on a 1et of real.a, and in certain cases (e.g. it tbe p.o. set 
is countable) tbe Banach-Mazur theorem hold.I ( [ 8] ) • 
Prikry used the Banach-Mazur game With Mathias conditiona to 
esta.bliah, from AD~ , that a.11 aet1 are RaDlSey ('l'heorem 1. 5). The 
Mathias topology does not have a countable basis, but by a result or 
oxtoby the Banach-Ma.zur theorem holds it one assumes some f'Ol'Dl of the 
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Axiom of Choice - "there exists a wellordering of the real.s" suffices 
for oxtoby'a proof. Using thi• and Ellentuck's result• Prikry proves 
that 
w 
TP c: [w] ( (I has a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game) 
C$ ~(•,A) Y(t,B~ ~ (s,A) ~c C:.:B [ (t,c) c p ] 
and 
(II has a winning 1trategy in the Banach-Mazur game) 
et Y(s,A) Pc A [ (s,B) c [w]<IJ-P ] ). 
Prikry' a actual statement is slightly weaker; the above version 
follow• :from hia proof. lfow he uses a metamathematical trick: the 
above sentence is ~ , and it bas been proved in ZF + "there exists 
a vellordering ot the re&l1" ; a well-known lemma •&Y• that it can 
be proved in z:r + DCR • Hence ADR easily implies that every set bas 
the Ramsey property. 
We would like to find a direct proof, starting with a winning 
strategy and using it to conatruct the hoaogeneous set. Thia would 
follow the pattern described earlier; the proofs of the Regularity 
theorem.a are quite direct. Also, a direct aethod might be ueetul in 
proving etfecti ve versions of the Ramsey theorem, 1. e. calculating 
the complexity ot homogeneous sets. 
We have not found such a direct proof using the above gpe. For 
one thing, it seems closely related to the completely Ramsey property, 
which is stronger tban Ramsey. A different game, however, similar to 
the one used in [13), worka fine tor the Ramsey property, and the 
proof 18 conatructiTe. We present the game a.nd the tbeorel'l concerning 
it in the next section. 
2. The main theorem 




we define tbe game G as follows: 
qi 
°o E A0 , B0 c A0 , ~ < B0 
A1 C Bo 
n. A B C.:A l E 1 1 1 1 
I wins iff { ~ , n, , • • • } E qi 
Capital letters denote infinite sets of integers. 
We have now tbe following theorem. 
Theorem 2. 1 a) I bu a winning strategy in Gcp ift there is 
a homogeneous set in cp (Le. an infinite H such that every infinite 
subset of it belongs to cp). 
b) II has a winning strategy in Gcp ift' tor every 
CD A there is a subset of it homogeneous in [w] -~; 
Proof' of &) Let T be a winning strategy tor I. Since any run 
of the game where I follows T produces a set in cp it 11 enough to 
find a particular run, producing H, such that for any H' c H there 
is some run of tbe gue using T and producing H'. To ensure this we 
build { ~ 
1 
a1 ••• } • H by chooling appropriate 11.oves tor II, 
using the following construction. 
Suppose T(~) • Ao (i.e. T instructs I to play Ao as his first 
move). Call any string Ao, (~,B0) , T( A0 , (~,B0} ) , <n,,:e1) , 
• • • ending with acme T( ••• ) a partial run of the game with I 
11 
following 'r. Define also Alm. • ( n 
Stage o Let a
0 
• min A0 
n c A and n > m }. 
Stage ·1 Index the substagea by members ot @(¢) with a0 adjoined: 
Subatage f~} Let T( A0 , (a0,A0 !&o> ) • A1 • 
Let a1 • min A1 • 
Stage 2 Index the substages by member• of .@( (a
0
} ) with a
1 
adjoined: 






) ) .. ~ 
Substage fa0, a1} Let ,.( A0 , (a0,Ac,la0) , A1 , (a.1 ,~)) 
2 
•A2 ·~· 
Let 92 • min ~ • 
Stage 3 Index the aubstagea by members ot @( (a0, a,} ) with 
92 adjoined: 
Substage (~} T( A0, (92,~!92> ) • A~ 
Substage {a.1,_ a2 } ,.( A0, (a1,A1 la,>, A~, (92,A~) ) = ~ 
Subatage .(a01 42l ,.( Ao' (&o1A01a0), A,, <~, ~) ) .. A; 
Substage (&o, .a,.,. 92} 
~, (a2,A~) ) • A~ • A3 . 
Let ~ a min A3 • 
1 2 1 
Before defining Stage k+l note that A
0 
:::> A1 :::> A2 :::> A2 :::> A3 
:::> 







••• IJote also that the partial run ot the game 
corresponding to, say, (x, y, z} ia a continuation ot the partial. 
run tor (x, y); all tbe partial runa tollow .,. • 'l'his ia the state of 
12 
affairs we want to preserve. 
one 
Now suppose Stage k ha.a been COlftPleted, with ~ .. min Ak • 
Stage k+l Consider 9((&.o, a1, ••• ~-1 }) and adjoin~ to each 
lt or its members, obtaining the finite aeta s1, s2 , ••• sm {m• 2) 
which will index the aubstages. (Note: When we describe this whole 
construction on the binary tree a specific ordering will arise.) 
Substage a
1 
Locate the partial run for s1-fag} in aome 
previous stage, append (~,Aki~> as a move tor II and apply T , 
to obtain Ak+l • 
Substage a2 Locate the partial run tor 12-fag} in some 
previous stage, append (~,A~+l) and apply T to obtain ~+l • 
Substage s 
Jl\ 
m-1 m previous stage, append (8k,Ak+l) and apply ,. to obtain Alt+l & 
Let 9k+i = min Ak+l • 
This completes the description of the construction. 
Another way to present the construction is the binary tree 
diagram in Figure 1, page 13. I's moves are given by T, II's moves 
are chosen as abown. or course ai • min Ai • The set H = {&o, a1, 
• • • } is obtained from the run of the guie developing on the ., 
leftmost branch of the tree, i.e. Ao' (8Q,A0 la0), A1, (a1,A2), A2, 
:5 
(~,A3), • • • 
13 
Ao 
9t>'Ao I 8Q le~l 
Al ..... ..... -- ...... ..... .... 
Ao -..... ...,Ao 
ao,Aol8Q 
-~ 
a1,A1 I a.1 a lev11 
1 
Al -- -· i.- A2 ---1~- -a
1 
,A2 
~-- - - ...... _ --
Ao Ao -. !A- -
0 ---
Ao -
&o,Aol&o ao,Aolao a1 ,A1 la1 r- -~,~'~ le~l 
A1 Al ~ Al .;' 3 
1 2 ,~ ..... a, 1!2 "21A3~ 921A3 .... 











We prove now that H is homogeneous in qi • The in!ini te subsets 
of H correspond to branches of the tree turning left infinitely often 
(at every splitting of the tree the right part is blank and the left 
contains a partial run of the g8.llle). For any infinite subset H' = 
s r &i, &i, .•• } we can tind in stage i,+1 (or using the branch 
1 2 
in the tree) a partial run fCYr f a
1 
J. Then we can find in stage 
1 




extend.a the previous one, and so on. Hence there is a run ot the 
I g8Jlle following T and producing H ; tberef'CYre H' £ <p • 
The converse of {a) is immediate: if there is a homogeneous aet 
in cp then I plays it in bis first move and ensures the win (e.g. he 
copies II' s moves from then on). 
Proof of b) Suppose II has a winning strategy a . First we 
prove a lemma.. 
The o l.emu. co For every Ao there exists an A, A c A0 , so that 
for every m EA there is an X and a Y, Y ~ Af111. , with a(X) = (1t, Y). 
In fact fGr every partial run c1, (j1,D1), ••• ,c1, (ji,Di), A0 the 
same conclusion holds: there exists an A, A c: A0 , so that tor every 
m c A there is an X and a Y, Y:> Alm, with a(c1, (j1,D1), ••• ,Ci, 
(j1,D1) I X) - (m., Y) • 
Pr0of of tbe lemma Let 
a(c1, (j1,D1), ••• 1 Ci, (j1,Di)' A0 ) = (~,B0) 
a(c,, (j,,D,), ••• , Ci, (ji,Di)' Bo) ., <m,,B,) 
15 
a(c,, <J,,D,), .•• ' Ci, (ji,Di), :s, ) = ~'B2) 
and so on. Then A a: { Bio' m, , 521 • • • } bas tbe property sta.ted. 
It is important to note that all properties of A in the lemma 
are inherited by any subset ot A, i.e. the a lemma hold.a for every 
00 
A' c A. This is crucial tor the construction that follows. 
To obtain a holll.ogeneous set we adapt the idea in the proof of 
(a): Use as induction hypothesis that when { ~' n1, ••• , Ilg) 
has been constructed every finite subset of it s arises from sane 
partial run folloring er. Then ~+l must be chosen so that tor every 
B U f °t.+l } there ia & partial run following 0 I in fact One that 
extends the partial run for a. 
The construction below achieves this. For the sake of clarity 
we also give a binary tree version. Note that a partial run ending 
with a move of I is called a position tar brevity. 
0 Stage o Suppose I's first move is A0• Let cr(A0) .,. (11>,Co). We 
provide for subsets of the eventual H that start with a.n integer other 
than ~ 
Subatye . { ••• J Apply the C1
00 
leBlll& to the position C~ • 
Call the result B0• 
0 0 Sta.ge 1 cr(Ao, (n0,c0); B0 ) • <n.,,c1) • We provide now tor 
subsets starting with n., , and then tor subsets starting with ~ 
not followed by n1 : 
co 
1 
Sub stage · f ·n, , •• • · l
where x1 and <n, I Y1} 
16 
Consider the position X 1, (U,, Y1} , 
exist because ot the a -lemma construe-• 
tion ot B0 ; it is ea.sy to see that c~ c Y
1 
• Apply the 
1 
to obtain c1 • 
substage ._f -no, , ..•.•.• } 0 consider the position A0, (~,c0) I 
1 2 c
1 
• Apply the a. lemma. to obtain c
1 
, and rename it B
1
• 
Stage 2 We 
provide successively for subsets of the type {~, ••• ), fn, 1 ~, ••• ), 
f 11>, ~' ••• J and {11c, n,' ' ... } . 
Substage f~, ... ) Consider the position ,_2, (~, ..f}, C~ 
where we use again the a
00
-lemma construction of B0 • Apply the 




Sub.stage fn,, ~, •.•.. } Consider the position x1, (n1,Y
1}, 
x12, (°21 Y12}, c~ ; here x1 and Y1 were available already, while x12 
12 . 1 
a:nd Y exist because of the 0
00 
-le11111a construction of c1• Apply 
2 
the aoo lemma. to obtain c2 • 
0 Substage f11>, ~, ••• J Consider the position A0, (11>,C0), 
x<>; (~,f2'), c~. As before we have ued the a.-lemma construction 
3 
of B1 • Apply the a 00 lemma to obtain c2 • 
0 Substage fl\), n,-1 ., •••. } Consider the position A0, (11>,Co\ 
B0, <n,,c~}, c~. Apply the 0 00 lemma to obtain c~, and reaame it 
17 
0 0 0 0 
er(~ (°c),Co); Bo' <n, ,c,); B,, (°2,C2); ~) .. (~1C3) 
. . . and 10 on • 
The above exemplifies all tbe essential features of the conatru-
ction, 10 that Stage k+1 should be clear. We Oii.it its description, 
w:bich would involve a mess of indices a.nywe:y. 
The binary tree version of the above construction appears in 
!'igure 2, page 18. Within each layer we proceed :trom right to left. 
At each splitting the box to tbe right co?'l'esponda to ni /, the set, 
tbe box to the left correspond• to ni E the set. All tbe right 
boxes a.re blank except for the last one on each layer. Downward 
arrows denote applications of the a leJ1111&. Player II'1 11.oves are 
00 
dictated by a , while I's aoves a.re ei tber copied in or they cane 
from some application of the cr lemma (if they a.re X's). In fact 
ClO 
one reads upwards until one meets a box Yith a. downward arrow, i.e. 
an application of the a le111n&; one then uses it. 
ClO 
0 . 0 0 
Clearly c0 => :s0 => c1 ~ B1 ::> c2 ::> • • • and within each partial 
run all sets behave, because of the properties enaured by tbe aCIO 
lemma. 
The set H ... ( 11>' n, , ~, ••. } a.rises tram the run of tbe 
game developing on the leftmost branch of tbe tree, and a baa 
been followed in tba.t run, so H c [wt., -cp • We prove now the hol'l.o-
genei ty of H: If H' is an inti.nit• 1ubset of H then by following 
the corresponding branch in the tree we find coherent initial segments 
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) 1 1 13 13 H' = f n, , ~' • • • then the run is X , <n, , Y ) , X , (~, Y ) , ••• 
or it H' s f 11>' ~, n3, ••• } then the run is Ao, (11>,C~, X02, 
02 023 023 
(~, Y } , X , (~, Y } , • • • Since the run follows a we have 
that H' E [w]w-cp • 
The converse of (b) is again immediate: II plays the homogeneous 
set. 
This concludes the proot of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark The theorem bolds a.lao tor Gcp played in (s,A} (in.1tead 
ot <¢, w) ) • Thia means that I' 1 first move ia some A0 c A , II' s 
first move is (11>,Bo} with llo E Ao, Bo cAo and 11> <Bo, and 80 
on; I wins itf I U f 11>' n,, . . . ) ~ cp • Then the theorem says 
tbat I bu a winning strategy itf' there is a homogeneous set in cp 
that lies in (a,A), and II bu a winning strategy iff' for every A' 
subset ot A there is a banogeneows 1et in [ w Jw -cp that lies in ( 1, A'). 
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3. Consequences and etfectivization 
U1ing Theorem 2.1 we can give alternative proo:f's of some of the 
results 11.entioned in Section 1 • We have immediately a proof of the 
Ga.lvin-Prikry theorem (Theorem 1.1): If q> ii Borel then G'f is 
determined by Martin's theorem ([14 J); hence cp has a homogeneous 
set. 
Likewise Prik:ry'a theorem (Theorem 1.5) 11 a. direct corollary 
of our result. It ia an open problem whether AD~ may be replaced 
by AD in that theorem.. 
We turn now to effective results, motivated by Solovay's theorem 
(Theorem 1. 7). Ca.n we calculate the cOlllplexity ot aome homogeneous 
set if we know the complexity ot the partition? 
, 1 
Tbeore:in 3. l (Kecbria) (PD) A Il2n+l pe.rtition h&8 a 4in+i 
1 homogeneous set in the Il2n+l side, or some haaogeneous set in the 
1 1 , 
I:2n+l side. A 42n+l partition bas a. A.2n+i hom.ogeneoua set. (n ~ 1) 
Kechria' proof of the above reault (unpublished) uses other 
ideas. With our methods we have only obtained the following partial 
result. 







10 is a finite subset of A0 , B0 is 
a subset of A0 , s0 < Bo • A1 ia a 
subset of B0• s1 18 a finite subset 
of A1 , B1 c: A1 , 11 < :s1 etc. 
I wins itt a0 u a1 u ••• c ~. 
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, 
We also assume, as part of the definition, that Ai, Bi E A2n+l and 
1 
cp E Il2n+1 • 
We have then 




a 42n+1 homogeneous set in cp (n ~ 1 ) • 
Before proving the theorem we discuss the ideas involved. We 
want to use Moachovakis' Third Periodicity Theorem ( [ 15 J) to obtain 
a definable winning strategy tor I, and then use it in the manner of 
section 2 to cowitruct a definable homogeneous set. How immediate 
application of Moschovakis' theorem is not usef'ul because the pa.yotf 
set ia too complice.ted; however we can use Kecbris' Asymmetric Game 
Formula ( [ 8] ) to reduce this complexity. The fonnul& does not seem 
to apply to G ; this is wby we work vi th G* • There 11 still a . cp ~ 
1 
problem with the ~n+l character of tbe moves; one needs some way 
to describe them, e.g. the complete ~n+i set of integers W. This 
aeana that W will enter as a parameter; we take care of thi1 by a 
re:fl.ection argument. 
Pro0f of the theorem It is clear that if a ~n+l homogeneous 
set exists then I plays it in his first move and vina the game. 
Far the converse, aseume I bas a winning strategy. We have then 
!Ao Y s0, B0 ~A1 ••• Yy S(y, o) o c ua1 
tor ec.e S c t~n • By the Asymmetric Game Formula ([8],APPendix) we 
have that the above sta.tement ia equivalent to 
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Now we apply the Third Periodicity Theorem: since the description 
ot permissible movea i1 recursive in W, tbe complete ~n+1 set ot 
integers, we have that there exists a winning strategy tor I, ,., that 
1 is 42n+l (W). It is easy to see that ,. may be used to win Gcp , too. 
Applying the procedure of the proof ot Theorem 2.1 (a) we obtain A, a 
homogeneous set tor the ~n+l aide, with A € ~n+l (W). But the , 
property of being holftogeneous for a Ii2n+i set, 
y B [ B c:: H :$ q>(B) ] , 
is itself ~n+l • Hence by Retlection (1ee Chapter 0) there exi1t1 
1 
a banogeneous aet that is A2n+i. 
This concludes the proof ot Theorem 3.2. To prove Theorem 5.1 
by tbeae Jnethod.s it must be shown that if' II baa a winning strategy 





DfITIAL SEGMEM'S OF 42n+1.-DEGREES 
The purpose of this chapter is to prove a result about the 
structure ot initial eegmenta of tbe ~n+1 -degreea, partially ordered 
by~ • (For definitions see Chapter O, page 2) 
cn+1 
Theoreni (PD) Any finite distributive lattice is isomorphic 
1 to an initia.l segment of the A2n+1 -degrees. , 
Corolla.ry (PD) The first-order theory of' the A2n+i -degrees 
Yi th ~ is undecidable. 
cn+1 
These results have been proved in [22J for the cue n = 0. We 
prove them tor n ~ 1 below. For notational simplicity we work Yi.th 
2n+l .. 3 throughout. 
1 • Preliminaries 
The following lenna. gives usetul 1nt'ormat1on about ~. 
Leana 1 .1 (PD) There is a fixed sequence (Fi} ot ~ functions such 
that if' >..~ = >..~ then a~ ~ «$ F1 (•) = a, for some i. 
Proof' ( 11 ] • 
Thia is a convenient characterization. To use it we rnuat be 
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able to find - 'a with the stated property, and this is what the next 
lemma furnishes. Tbe def'ini ti on of b-condi tions a.nd their ordering 
is in Section 3. The meaning of "tor all sufficiently generic" 
(abbreviated f.a.s.g.) with respect to a partial ordering ean be 
found in [ 8] ; roughly, property A holds f. a. s. g. • itt for every 











Lemma 1.2 (PD) For all 1ufficiently generic ft (with respect to 
b-conditiona ), A~ • X~ • 
Proof (Sketch) In [11] this lemma is shown tor~ perfect trees, 
a particular case of b-cond.itions. However, beyond some general tacts 
what it! rea.l.ly used 11 the ability to carry out a fusion (or: splitting) 
argument. We show how to do this for b-conditions in Section 3, in 
the proof of Lemma 3.12. Hence the proof in [11] woru in our more 
general setting. 
1 
To handle 6s tunctions we need 
Lemaa. 1.:5 (PD) 1) A total ~ tunction ii 
1 1 
com.eager ~ set. ii) A comeager 63 aet (in 
condition of tbe fOl'll [T1 ] X [T2 J X ••• X (Tn]' 
perfect trees. 
continuoua on a 
(mm)n ) contains a b-
1 wbere the T1 are ~ 
( (T] is the set of branches of tbe tree T ) 
Proof' (Sketch) Again the proof' of Lemma. 1 • 7 in [ 11 ] suffices. 
For (ii) we perform. & simple :fuaion argument, as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.12 • 
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rinally, we state the 6-Selection Principle, the Means of 
1 showing that various objects constructed are actually 63 • 
The 6-Selection Principle (PD) If l(X ~n P(a, n) , vith 
P £ n; 1 then there is a ~ tunction t such that P(a, f(a) ) holds. 
Proof [15). 
Let us also mention that Le!llll& 1 • 1 obviously bolds tor functions 
F of n variables, i.e. a~ f $11 • 2, ••• ~n } itt F1(a1, a2, ••• 
~n) = a tor aome r
1 
in a fixed countable sequence. In fact we 111ay 
collect all auch F's in a single countable sequence, thus providing 
tor any n. Future uses ot Lemma 1.1 tacitly assU111e thia trivial 
extension. 
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2. Illustrative special cases 
We consider the problem of tinding initial seginents isomorphic 
to diamond (i.e. @(2) ) and to the three-lattice (i.e. the linear 
ordering or three elements). This will illuatrate the method and 
aotivate some or the considerations in Section 3. 
We uae T's to denote ~ perfect trees. 
A) Proof tor diamond 
We use pairs (T1, T2) as conditions, a special case of the 
b-conditiona ot Section 3. Any condition detel'Jldnes tbe set of (a,$) 
auch that a E [T1 ], ~ € [T2 ]. We order them naturally by inclusion. 
We want an (a:, ~) such that o, a, '' a v e realize diamond. 
(We abuae notation and contuse a real and its degree when convenient.) 
Thia will be the case it we take (a, •) sutticiently generic Yith 
respect to the notion of forcing (i.e. p.o. aet) just described; we 
proceed to prove this. 
It i• well known that a (and '' ot course) 11 generic with respect 
1 1 to 6.,3 perfect forcing, and conaequently ( [ 11 ]) ia ot Dlinillal 63 degree. 
That ia, x < a implies x • a or x ir-0 (we supprees the subscript 
1 . ) 6.,3 from ~ and l!I • The proof' ia as tollovs : By Lemmas l • 2 and 
1 .1, x < a itt F(a) • x. Bow use Lemma l. 3 to claim that F is 
continuous on a comeager ~ set, which containa a [T]. l'ind T' c T 
so that F is either constant or one-to-one on [T'] (this well-known 
fact is proved in (11]). 1 Since a.ey (T] contains a 6.,3 real we have 
tbat x = O or x :-a. 
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It remains to ab.ow that x < a v ~ • x < a or x < ~ . 
The argument will be as in the last paragra.ph1 but instead of the 
"constant or one-to-one" property (which ia not true any aore) we 
use tbe following lemma. 
Lemma 2. 1 For every (T11 T2 ) there 11 a (T{, T~P contained 
in it 1uch that 
either F 11 constant on fa} X [T2), for all a€ [T{J 
or F 1• constant on [T{J X (e}, for all e € [T21 
or Fis one-to-one (and continuous) on [T{J X [T2l • 
Proof Using the by now familiar lemmu, F ia continuous on 





). Thia shows that without loss of generality we may 
asSUllle F to be continuoua to begin with. 
Suppose the first two alternatives in tbe leJ1111& fail, i.e. 
Y (T{, T2) ~ (T1, T2 ) the following hold: 
~a€ [T{J ~a,, ~2 £ [T2J F(a, ~,) I r(a, ~2 ) &nd 
~· € [T2J :!01, °2 £ [T{J F(a1, •) ~ 1(°2, •) • 
Tbeae are uaed repeatedly to build a (T, T') on which F is one-to-one. 
First, find a, v, and v2 1uch that r(a, v1) I F(a, "2). By 
continuity there exist initial segments of these reals s, t
1
, t 2 
such tbat for any a' starting with a, v{ starting Yi.th t 1 and v2 
stuting with t 2 J'(a', v{> belongs to a neighborhood •,, F(a', v2) 






















Now consider (T{) 
1 
, the perfect subtree extending 1, 
and (T2\ . The above "separating" argument can be repeated. 
2 
Repeat it twice, according to Figure 4 in page 28. Note that we 
have not picked a yet. 
The inequality F(a1, ~,)I F(a2, •2) ie satiafied if e1 
extends c and •2 extend8 d (or the reverse), because of the solid 
line "separation". If' they both extend c we still have the 
inequality if' a
1 
extends a (for either choice) and a2 extends b 
(or the reverse), because of the wavy line "separation". To cover 
the rema1ning ca.se we employ a "tr&n.at'er": Consider some real a 
extending b and some real $ extending d. '!'hen F(a, e) will be 
outside at least one ot the two neighborhoods produced by the broken 
line "separation". Ensure this by initia.l segments as before, 
(extending b and d in gener&l) and keep the appropriate a. This is 
shown in Figure 5, page 30. 
So we have the above inequality as long as (a1, ~1 ) and 
(a2, 92) are not of the aame type, where the types a.re ac, ad, be, 
and bd. Now we iterate: the next step will produce incompatible 
extensions below each one ot a,b,e,d with the same property tor F. 
It ia convenient first to perform extensions within T1 a.nd splittings 
within T2 , using transfers to a.void more than one 1plitting in T1, 
and then, after taking care ot all cases, to reverse the procedure. 
See Figure 6, page &>, for the first pe.rt. The second pa.rt will 
involve extensions only for c1, c2, d1, ~ a.nd 1plittings under 
30 
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a' and b'. We have then a1, a2
, b1, b2 and c1, c2, d1
, ~ (not 
the same aa the previous ones) and we a.re ready tor the next step. 
Continuing this procedure we obtain two perfect trees T and T ', 
and Fis clearly one-to-one on [T) X [T'] {if {a,~) and (a1,91) 
di:f:fer then this happens at sane finite stage; hence F(a, ~) I 
-I :r(ex1, e, ) ) . 
1 Using ~-Selection we easily see that both trees 
1 
a.re ~· Thia concludes the proof of the lemma. 
To finish tbe proof for diamond suppose x ~ex v e. By generi-
city and the lemma.s in Section 1 this 11 equivalent to F'(a, 9) .., x, 
tor some F in the countable sequence. Apply now Lel'llll8. 2. 1: if F 
is one-to-one on some condition we have x ~ ex v e, if it is constant 
on some coordinate we ha.ve x < a or x ~ '' since [T] contains 
1 
~ reals. 
Finally, a and e cannot be of the same degree by the genericity 
of (a,$) and the fact tba.t only countably u.ny reala occupy e. single 
degree. 
The proof' for dipond is now complete. 
Remark Using (T0, ••• , Tn_1) we obtain an initial segJnent 
isomorphic to .@(n). 
B) Proof tor tbe three-lattice 
We want to find a, 9 so that O < a < a v e is an initial 
segment. Ot course we aust use different conditiona. 
Suppose we attempt to uae the aame argument. Instead of Lemma 
2. 1 we now need a. lemma that will say, roughly, "either F is constant 
on all {aJX[T] or it i• one-to-one". In a. sense we have a weaker 
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hypothesis fran which to obtain one-to-one-nes1; so we will a.llow 
more general conditions. The de:t'ini tion is: (a, ~) belongs to 
the condition p itf a e (T] and $ e [Ta] , where Ta dependa 
continuou1ly on a. Of course this whole object i• aaaum.ed to be in 
~ • The ordering is by inclusion. 
We have now 
LeJllJll& 2.2 yq ~ p ~ q 80 that 
either F is constant on every fa} X [Ta] of p 
or F ii one-to-one on p. 
Proof If the first alternative fails we have that 
Y P ~ q i' J y1, y2 E [T~] F(•, v1) ~ F(~, y2). 




• Then find a subtree which 
avoids $ and apply the above again, obta.ining J ', v' a.nd v.' 1uch , 2 
that F(•', v{) ~ F(~', v2)· See Figure 7, pa.ge 33. 
We may aasume that F($', y{) and !'(•', v2) a.re both different 
from F($, v1) and F(~, y2), because otherwise we apply the hypothe-
sis once again and 1elect one ot the two values, whichever works. 
Using continuity we ensure this state of af'tairs by initial 
segments. lfow the result is iterated and we obtain a condition on 
which F is one-to-one. 




3. Proof' of' the theorem 
A) Some preliminaries 
Tbe two ca.sea discussed contain the ge?'lll. of the general proof. 
To re&lize a subl&ttice of u(n), for each a ~ b that bolds in 
.@{n) and does not hold in the sublattice we llU8t "disperse" the 
(T0 , T1, ••• , Tn_1) condition in the appropriate coordinates, much 
a.a we did in proceeding f'rom diamond to the three-lattice. This 
vague remark give! a clue tor the general definition of' conditions 
(the "!!!-isomorphism" requirement below) • Also, we muet develop 
a general method for handling all the separation and transfer argu-
aents in building conditions by fusion. The appropriate gener&liza-
tion of these argUDlents involves the notion of' "a-splitting". 
We begin by defining b-conditions and a-splittings and 
establishing their basic properties. For all this we owe an 
e11ential debt to [22]. 
B) b-cond.itions, a-splittings and their properties 
Let A cw be finite and L be a sublattice of' @(A); this way we 
obtain &11 finite distributive lattices. The ordering is c , 0 is ¢ 
and 1 is A. 
It b c L consider (2m)~ and call its elements p, q, ••• We 
explain notation by an exallple: if b is f O, 3, 4 } then p is 
(a0, a5, C\_ ) and p(3) is ~' a binary real. For purposes of coding 
let P* be ~he real ( a0(o), a3(o), C\(o), a0(1), a3(1), C\(1), ••• ). 
If' 1 ia a binary string of length n t hen (1 Jb i s the set of p's 
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such that p*'• :first n numbers are given by a. The [1]b's :form a 
basis tor the usual topology on (2w)b. 
For a< b define the projection ~b: (2w)b ~ (2w)a by keeping 
- a 
only the reals with index in a. Let now s b be the equivalence 
a 
relation induced on (2w)b, i.e. p rt:b q i:tf' p and q agree on reals 
a 
with indices in a. Hote that [aAO]b n [aAl]b. ¢' ~:c.Ao]b and 
•b[aAl]b are either equal or disjoint, and •b[aAO]b I [s•o] • 
a a a 
Definition 3.1 A b..:isanorphism is a function t: B ~ C , 
B, C c: (2w)b, such that 
1) it is a homeomorphism (with respect to the induced 
topology on B a.nd C) 
2) it ia an iaanorphism (with respect to the relations 
b 
s- restricted on B, c :for all a< b) 
a 
1 
3) it is in 63 • 
Definition 3.2 A b-condition is a b-isanorphic 1-age of' (200)b. 
We use P, Q, R with occasional eabellisblftenta to denote 
b-conditions. We order them by ineluaion. Clearly they generalize 
the conditions used in 2A an ·. 2B. 
Lemma 3.1 The cl&as ot b-i1oaorph1.sms i1 closed under compoai-
tiona, inverses and restrictions; therefore, it P, Q are b-conditiona 
by virtue of the b-iscaorphiea t: (2°')b..P, t: (2m)b~ then tY is 
also a b-iacnorphiam, girtng the b-condition tQ, and tQ c P. 
Proof Obrtoua. 
In what follows b is usually understood, ao we Oii.it it u a 
superscript it nc contusion can arise. 
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Lemma 3.2 It y 18 a b·illomorphiam with domain P, A and B are 
aubaets of P and a< b then • A, • B are equal {reap. disjoint) - a a 
iff • yA, • yB are equal {reap. disjoint). a a 
Proof' Obvious. 
Lemma 3.3 Let P be a b-condition, pi c P and ci ~ b for i = 




i itt pie n p.1 for all i, j • 1,2, ••• n. 
Ci Cj 
Proof If pi !! p !! pj tben Pi .- ·. n Pj • 
ci cj ci cj 
For tbe converse we handle first the case P = (2m) b : Define p(x) (n) 
to be pi(x)(n) if XE Ci' 0 if XE b· UCi. Bow tor arbitrary P, 
given by t: (2m)b .. P, find an x so that x !!!': . ,-i pi and apply t. 
Ci 
Lemma 3.4 Given P and a< b there exist 'to' Q1 c: P so that 
c<a ... JC p and c 
Proof Define Ri s: { p : p € (2<D)b and YX E b-a p(x) (0) s: 
1111 i ) • If t: (2m) b .. P then tRo, tR, work. 
Lemma 3. 5 For a.ny %' Q1 the set I = { c c < b and 
1Cc~ -= •cQl ) ie an idea.l in L. 
Proof' Closure under < is immediate. For u we prove that 
given c, d E I 'J{c U d ~ c: •c U d Q.1 ; then ::> follows by symmetry. 
So let ~ E Q0 ; we will find q1 ' Q1 such that ~ =c U d q1 • 
This 
is done as follows: Since c, d E I we can find q10, q11 E ~ 10 
that~~ q10 and~ =d q11 • Applying Lemma 3.3 to (2rn)b we see 
that q10 ~ n d <l, 1 • Applying Lemma 3.5 to Q1 we obt&in & q1 
such that q1 ~c q10 &nd q1 -a q11 • Therefore q1 ~c U d ~ • 
Lemm& 3.6 Given~ 1 ~1 % define cij = U ( c : c < b 
and •cQi • JtcQj J • Then the intersection of any two of c12, c13, 
c23 is contained in the third. 
Proof Obvious. 
The next lemma helps in visua.llzing the structure of b-condi-
tions corresponding to complicated lattices by reducing it to ai.Jnpler 
cues. 
Lemma 5.7 If Pis ab-condition and a< b then Jt:P is an 
a-condition, and •&(•bP) = •bP • c a c 
Proof 
LeJnma 3.8 will be use1'\11 in "thinning down" conditions. 
Lemma. 3.8 If a< b , P 18 a.::. b-condition, Q is an a-condi-
tion a.nd Q c JtbP then 
& 
i) p n (7tb~- 1 Q i• ab-condition 
& 
ii) •:< P n <•!)-1Q ) = •bP n •b(•b)-1Q • c c & 
Proof' (i) First for P • (2co)b If '!: (2ro)8. .. Q then 
detine t: (2w)b ~ (200 )& by t(p(x)) being p(x) if x E b-a, and 
'!•b(p(x)) it x ~ a. This abows tb&t (•b)-1Q is ab-condition. a a 
lfow tor arbitrary P, given by f: (2m) b -+ P : Construct 
y: (2rn)a ~ •!P as in the proof ot Lenna 3.7, so that Y•! ••:I . 
Then .,.-lQ is an a-condition; by the case (2ro)b above, we have that 
(nb)-ly-lQ is ab-condition. Now apply t . 
a 
(ii) The c: part is obvious. For :i suppose that r = •bP = 
c 
.. nbq' ( p £ P, •bq' = 
c & 
that 2(bp' • q = nbq' • 
a a 
q £ Q ). Since Q c 2(bp let p' E P be so 
a 
b b b Then p e- · n' E p' SO p IF" p' By 
C,, a 1 cna • 
Lemma 5.:5 there is a p0 E P 80 that 
b b I i b 
P &c Po •a P , .e. 2(cPo • r 
( b)-1 and Po £ P n •a Q • 
We give now an important definition. 
Definition 5.:5 Let a< b and £P1} , i • 1,2, ••• ,r, be 
b-conditions. Then the b-conditions f~} , j • O, 1 and i .. 1,2 ••• ,r, 




:::t •c~ = nc~ 
• ¢ 
for c < a 
for 
tor c < a • 
Lemma 3.9 Given an a-splitting as in Definition 3.5 adjoin 
0 1 
Pr+l , ab-condition, to the (Pi}; then there exist Pr+l , Pr+1 
80 that {~} , i = 1,2, ••• ,r+1 , is still an a-splitting. 
Proof I:f r=:O this is juat Lemma 3. 4. In general, define 
cik = u ( c c ~ b and ncPi = 'ICcPk } , Ci = ci,r+1 ' co = ocm 
for m < r • Using Lemma. 5.4 find b-conditions QO and Q1 10 that 
0 1 
Q ' Q c Pr+l ' 
c 1.. a tr c0 • 
Claim •c1~r+l ='IC ~,where i = 1,2, ••• ,r and j = 0,1 • Ci 
Granting the claia we have 'J{c Pi_ c 1tc (Q.j n 0 JC -l !C 1i> , 
1 i k.<i ck ck 
hence applying Lemma 3.8 r times we see that pJr+l is & b-condition. 
To establish tba claim: c is clear. Far ;:) , first we 1et 
i"' 1 to simplify notation. Let p1 be an arbitrary member of ~-
Define p2 E: ~ , ••• , pr E: r; by induction: Suppose p1, ... , p8 
( 1 ~ s < r ) have alrea.dy been defined so that p
1 
!!! P~ , for 
cik r.. 
i,k"' 1,2, ••• , •• Since • P1+1 = 1t ~i, choose q1 E: pJ+l cs+1,i 8 cs+l,i 8 
so that qi ~cs+1,i pi • Then ~ !!!'"~a+1,ipi =cik pk =ca+1,k qk • 
Using Lemm.a 3.6, ~ ~ qk where d"' ca+l,i n cs+l,k. Then by 
Lemma 3.3 we can find Pa+l E: ~+l ao that Pa+l !ic qi , 
s+l,i 
preserving the induction hypothesis. So we have now p1, ••• , pr in 
Pf, .•• , ~ respectively, such that p1 ~ pk • Boting that each ik 
q1, ••• , ~ E Qj so that ~ !!ci p1 . As a.bove we may use Lemmas 
3.3 and :5.6 to obtain q € Qj aa.tisfying q !! q
1 
• But then 
Ci 
the claim bas been proved, and (1) of Definition 3.:S holds, with r 
replaced by r+l • 
To verify (2), it c "/.. a then either c "/.. a U c0 (in which 
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case JCCP~+l n JCCP~+l C iccQO n ~cQl = ¢ ) or c n ci ~ a tor 
some i € (1, .•• ,r} (in which case •c n cip~+l n •c n cip!+1 = 
j( Po n • P 1 "' ¢ 
c n ci i c n ci i and since C n Ci ~ C We have that 
1fcP~l n iccP!+l = ¢ ). 
0 0 
Fin&lly to verify (3) ate.rt With p € Pr+l • We can find 
0 , 0 0 0 1 1 
Pi E Pi with pi ~ci p (i = 1, ••• ,r); then we find pi£ Pi with 
1 0 
with p 9& n c p (i = 1, ••• ,r) 
i 
0 with p = p a 
Since JC Q1 = JC P there is a q e Q1 a U c0 a U c0 r+1 
with q !!! p. .. u co 
1 
Then q e Pr+l because and 11'. q = a 
Lemma 3.10 Given an a-splitting as in Definition 3.:5 suppose 
Q~ c Pf are b-conditions satisfying JCaQ~ • •aQ~ • Then there exist 
Qf (2 < i < r) so that (Qi} , i = 1, .•. ,r and j = 0,1 , is an 
a-splitting of {P1}. 
Proof Define again c1k = f c : c < b and 1CcPi .. iccPlt 1 and 
let Ci"' ci1 • Set Qi= i1.. n J(ci- 1 .ciQ~ tor 1 = 2, ••• ,r. Using 
Leimna 3.8 these are &11 b-conditiona, and part (2) of Definition 3.3 
holds trivially. 
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For (1) we au.et show tt Q
1
j c: 'JI: Q_j for all i, k; however, 
cik cik "'k. 
Lemma 3.8 gives 'I( Qj = !( p:ik n JC 1( - 11( Qj1 for all c < b, so that 
c'""k c c ck ck -
1( Qji c n ~i = 'I( ~ , e.nd it aufficea to show " Q.1j c: cik cik cik ~ cik 
c: • tt - 1• Qj , i.e. given an arbitrary q e Q
1
j show that 
cik ck ~ 1 
q Er q' = q for some q' € (2°')b and q1 € Q1j . Using tbe cik ~ 1 
definition of Qi we can find q1 E Qf so that q 2(;i q1 • Then by 
Lenan& 3.6 q e q
1
, and Lemma 3.3 gives q'. 
cik n ck 
For (3) it suffices, given q E Q~ , to find q1 € Q~ and q' e 
e (2ID) b so that q e q' 1r q
1 
; this is done u1ing Lemmas 3. 3 
a Ci 
and 3.6 . 
Lemma 3.11 Let n be a set of b-conditions that is open and 
deMe, i.e. VQ ~R € O · ( R c Q) and VQ E O 'fR ( R c Q ~ R € o). 
Then given fP1} there is an a-splitting r~J c C'l • 
Proof By induction: Suppose Qf (1 = 1, •• • ,r-1 , j = 0,1 ) 
have already been found (the case r .. 1 is easy). Choose ~ and 
~ c Pr by Lemma 3.9; then "-roo ~ ~ with ~o e n ; 





; and tin&lly ~i c:Qji by Lemma. 3.10. a a r 
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C) '!'he erucial lemma and the proof 
The heart of tbe proof for diamond in 2A was Lemma 2. 1 ; for the 
three-lattice in 2B, Lemma 2.2 • We present nOW' a generalization of 
those lemmas that works for any tinite distributive lattice L. Of 
course we use the apparatus of 3B. 
Lemma 3.12 Given b EL and ab-condition P there exists a 
b-condition R, R c: P, so that 
either ~d < b so that F is constant on any A c: R w1 th 
1f; • a. singleton 
or F is one-to-one on R (and continuous, of course). 
1 
Here F is a ~ function. 
Proof As in the proof' of Lemma 2. 1, we may assume without 
loss of generality that F is continuous. 
Assume the first alternative fails, i.e. Yd < b vQ. c: P :B:A c: Q 
with rr.; a singleton e.nd F is not constant on A. Considering two 
points in A that witness this a.nd uaing the continuity of F it is 
easy to show that 
( *) Yd < b lQ c: P ~R1 , ~ c: Q. ao that 1tdRl • 1td~ a.nd 
F[R, ), F[~) are contained in disjoint neighborhoods • 
Thia property ( *), which we express aa "F separates R1, R2 " , 
will now be 1tera.ted to produce a condition on which :r will be 
one-to-one. This ia a tulion &rglJll'\ent, indexed by 2~ . 
Start by setting ~ = P • Suppose Q bas been defined for 
I 
length(s) < k so that 
1'.aQ.s "" 'IC&~ 
•&Q.8 n •a.Qt a ~ 
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Ka[sJb = Ka[t]b 
'ICa[•]b n 1'.a[tJb = ¢ 
and 
tor all s,t with lengtb(s) == length(t) ~ k and all a~ b • This 
is our induction bypotbelia. Consider { [ s"' j lb : length( s) .. k , 
j = 0,1 } ; it is an e-splitting of ( [sJb : length(s) • k}, 
tor some unique e e L. Using this e find an e-splitting of the 
collection f Q
8 
length(s) = k J , namely { Qs'"j : length(•) .., 
• k, j = 0,1 1 , so that F separates Qs'"O, Qs .. 1 • This is done 
by Lemma 3.11 (actually by a trivial extension); our property(*) 
guarantees density. It is easy to see that the induction hypothesis 
holds for these Q
6
,.j 's , so the process may continue. 
Define now t: (2ro)b ... (2«1)b by t(p) = Q ~lk , where 
P!k codes the restriction of p to the first k arguments. We may 
arrange for the intersection to be a singleton by using at the nth 
1tep conditions of diameter less than 1/ 2n • By the ~ Selection 
Principle it is easy to see that t ia ~ • So t is a b-isomorphism 
and clearly Fis one-to-one on R = ra.nge(t). 
At long la.at we can complete the proof of our theorem. 
Proof ot the theorem Let L be a finite distributive lattice. 
Represent it as a subla.ttice of @(n), fGr minima.1 n. Form the 
cGrresponding b-conditiona (for b = n = {O, 1, ••• ,n-1} and a. € L, 
a~ b ) , consider them as a notion of forcing, and take e.n n-tuple 
that is 1utf1c1ently generic. Let us call it g. Suppose now 
that a < g 1 (here ~ denotes 6.5 reducibility and & denotes 
1 
~ equivalence ) • By genericity and Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we have 
that F
1
(g) =a, for SOUie r
1
• Bow by genericity and Lelllll& 3.12 
either a ~ g or a < ~dg • So ve perform & finite induction 
along the nod.es of L and we see that R::g , for b £ L, realizes 
distinct ~-degrees forming an initial segment iscmorphic to L. 
Renia.rk The &eJne method work.a for sublattices of the lattice 
of all finite sets of integers. 
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Chapter III 
'!'HE JUMP INVERSION THEOREM FOR ~n+1 -DEGREES 
1 • Background and detini tions 
One of the early results in the theory of Turing degrees (tor 
basic information see [ 11]) was the :folloVing: 
Fried.berg JU!ftJ) Inversion Theoreia ([2]) If b > O' then - -
there exists an a such tb&t a' = a v 0' = b - - -
Of course O denotes the degree of the recursive seta, and 
denotes the Turing jwrtp operation. 
, 
Next, the question wu conaidered in the context of byperdegrees. 
Let O denote the byperdegree of the byperaritbaletical seta and ' -
the hyperjump. Does the above theorem hold? The answer is yes ([21)): 
1 
Jump Inversion Theorem tor ~-degrees If b > O' then 
there exists an a. such that a' • a v 0' "' b • 
,,., ..., ,.., I ,.., ,.., 
A na.tura.l. question now is: does the inversion theorem hold fC¥r , 
~n+ 1 -degrees? {We are a11uini.ng PD, needlesa to say). By a well-
known argument Determinacy 1.Jnplles that there exilts ~ cone on 
which inversion holds (a~, by definition, is { a - a > b } , - ,.., 
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and b is ca.lled the base of the cone). But vba.t is the base of 
the cone? Is it again ~ .. ? (i.e. the ~n+1 -jump of the degree of , 
'°2n+ 1 sets) • Surprisingly the answer 11 no: 
Theorem (Kechris, unpublished) (PD) It n ~ 1 , then no real 
in c2n+2 can be a base for e. cone of inveraion of the ~n+i -jump. 
("cone ot inversion" ot course mean.a that every inember of the cone 
, 1 
ia the A.2n+1-jump of some '°2n+1-degree). 
Proof For notational si.Jnplicity we let 2n+1 s: 3. If a member 
of c4 were a base then it would be recursive in a llelll.ber of c3 , 
so without loss ot generality assume a. base b is in c3• Consider 
the set C = f a : ~- £ ~(a) ( ~ £ c3 a.nd a~ ~ ) J. It is 
a 1ubset of c4 , and it is 
1 !Ii, , bees.use the quantification ia 
bounded. So it is countable, and hence a subset of c3• Since 
b E c3 everything ~ b in c3 is the ~ -jump of a member of c, 
thus a member of c3• 
1 However the ~-degrees in c3 are wellord.ered 
1 with successor steps taken by the 63-jump, ao tha.t a limit stage of 
this wellordering gives immedia.tely a contra.diction. 
So the inversion theorem i1 a property of byperdegrees that 
1 tails to generalize to A.2n+1-degreea, n ~ 1. Uaually in such ca.sea 
1 the validity of the property ii re1tored if instead of A.2n+1-degreea 
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we work with ~n+i -degrees. Indeed, it is the case that the jwnp in-
version theorem holds for ~n+i -degrees, i.e. the base is again ~'· 
Moreover we can establish tba.t the ~n+l -jump is never one-to-one. 
Jump Inversion Theorem for ~n+1 -degrees (PD) If c 11 a -
~n+1 -degree ~ £,' then there exist ~n+1 -degrees ! , b such 
that a v b = a ' = 'b ' = c • - -
The rest of the chapter is devoted to the proot of this theorem. 
2. The prOof 
For notational simplicity we work with 2n+1 = 3. First we 
establish a lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 If O' f. b 0 b (Le. k3 = k3 ) then b ' = b v 0' • - ,... -
Proof By the Spector Criterion ~, f. ~ if':f ~ = ~ • Now 
b v 0' 
~<t;' -, so again by the Spector Criterion b' < b v 0' -
The opposite inequa.lity is obvious. 
Proof' of the theorem The set f a : ~ "' ~ and a i Q3 1 
is t 1 and comeager. 
3 
dense open sets, 
In tact there is a sequence D0, D1, ••• of 
c r a : 
~ = ~ and a i ~ } . We use these dense sets in the conatruction 
below. 
We describe an inductive construction of real.a a and b. Set 
a_1 = b_1 = ¢ 
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Inductive step: Suppose a , b have been constructed (they a.re n n 
finite sequences of integers). Consider the dense, open set Dn+l 
and extend & by a finite segment 1, least in some f'ixed enumera-n 
tion, so that the basic neighborhood defined by & .... n is contained 
in Dn+l • Extend bn'"'a by a finite segment t, least again, so 
that the basic neighborhood defined by bn "'1"'t is contained in Dn+l. 
Set now an+1 • a0As"'t'"'{c(n)}, bn+1 • bn ... s"'t"'{c(n)+l} • 
This completes the inductive step. 
Let now a = u an , b = U bn • Since a, b E (l D1 we have 
by Lemma 2. 1 that a' == a v O ' , b ' = b v O " • Bow - -
a v O' ~ c , because using y0 we ll&Y trace the construction - - -
of a and find all c(n) 's. Likewise b v O' > c • However 
a v O' < c , too, because O' < c and the construction of -
a only needs y
0 
and c. The same holds for b, and therefore we 
have a" "" b' s a v 0' = b v O' = c • Finally note that - - - -
a v b > c , because it both a and b a.re available then consider--
ing the points where they differ c may be obtained. So we have 
a' = b' = a v b = c , and a, . b cannot have the same degree. - - -
Remark Tbe reals a, b may also be chosen to be o:t:.. mi.nimal degree 
by using perfect trees in Q3 instead ot tinite sequences. 
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